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A Better Person

MATERIAL RICHES MAKETH NOT THEE A BETTER PERSON,
MATERIAL RICHES MAYEST GIVE THEE QUALITY WINE,
MATERIAL RICHES MAYEST ACQUIRE FOR THEE, CHOICE VINTAGES,
MATERIAL RICHES MAYEST GIVE TO THEE, RICH AND SILKY CLOTHES,
INDEED, IT MAY GIVE THEE A COMFORTABLE ABODES AND LIFE,

INDEED, IT MAY GIVE TO THEE, ABUNDANCE IN GOLD, SILVER AND DIAMONDS
BUT MATERIAL RICHES DOST NOT MAKE A BETTER BEING OUT OF THEE,
LO, I TELL THEE THIS,
YOU IT IS, THAT CAN MAKE THYSELF A BETTER PERSON,
YES, A BETTER PERSON OF WISDOM, KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING,
YOU ALONE CAN SAY TO THYSELF, THIS IS GOOD AND THIS IS BAD,
YOU ALONE CAN CHOOSE TO BE A BETTER PERSON,
YES, YOU ALONE HAVE THE RIGHT TO DECIDE WHICH IS GOOD FOR THEE AND
WHAT IS BAD FOR THEE,
THUS, YOU ALONE CAN MAKE THY WAY BETTER,
I AM A BETTER PERSON, BECAUSE I CHOSE TO BE ONE
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A Friend In You!

IN SONGS, I FOUND SOLACE WHEN I AM TROUBLED!
IN POEMS, I FOUND A SOURCE TO EXPLAIN MY TOUGHTS!
IN WRITING, I FOUND A PLACE TO TELL MY TALES!
IN YOU! MY READERS! I FOUND AN ATTENTIVE FRIEND!
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A Mirror In The Dark San-Siro

El-En-Du, What do you think that G'bert'li is going to give to Die'Yan in the theatre script by Odumodu?

Probably a free hair cut in L.A's barbing boycott

Churchgates Churchee will probably do the oratory in Dang'er's Personality commentary

Twenty one and Long'Djinn can be the audience in the theatre

Lor-Lor and Mopol will beer the reception of the theatre

Black sees black is the mirror in the dark San-Siro
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A Mothers Gift

A MOTHER ONCE SAID TO HER SON,

A GIFT I HAVE FOR THEE HERE,

SHITOSHI IS MY GIFT TO THEE,

LO AND BEHOLD, AN INNOCENT MAN IS MADE CAPTIVE BY HIS TRUST, LOVE AND IGNORANT INNOCENCE,

HE IS ENDOWED WITH THE CREATIONS OF RELIGION,

ALL WOMEN WHO HAVE MET HIM IN HIS LIFETIME IS THUS EMPLOYED,

IN THE WORK OF INIQUITY,

THEY ARE CALLED HIS WIVES,

THEY HAVE COME TOGETHER AND A BEIGN CALLED SHITOSHI IS BORN,

ALL OF THEM TOGETHER IS THIS DEMON NAMED SHITOSHI,

MY NAME IS MOST MARRED,

MY IMAGE IS MOST RUINED,

MY IDENTITY IS MOST DEFAMED,

ALL BECAUSE I TRUSTED MY MOTHER,

RELIGION CLAIMS TO GIVE PEACE AND VICTORY,

THEY HAVE RAVISHED OUR WIVES, AND EMPLOYED THEM AS DEMONS,

OUR GIRLS ARE BECOME WHORES AND SLAVES TO RELIGION AND THEIR CHILDREN,

OUR WIVES NOW BELIEVE US TO BE FOOLS AND THUS MAKE US INFERIOR BEFORE OUR ADVERSARIES,
YES, I AM A CAPTIVE OF RELIGION,

A CAPTIVE TO SHITOSHI,

A CAPTIVE TO HYPOCRYTIC MOTHERS, WIVES AND DAUGHTERS,

A CITY OF FORNICATIVE HYPOCRISY IS BUILT AROUND ME,

THE CITY OF INIQUITY,

THIS IS MY MOTHERS GIFT TO ME
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A Nation Of Thieves

Con sequences butters their breads
Thievery in the name of ghosts is their industry
Uncleanliness and poverty is their reward
Wretched is the dividend from associations with them
I speak of cote d'ivoire
My bread shall pierce thine inards
Mine water shall bleed you
Mine wealths stolen by thee shall slay thine people and lands
Cursed be thine nations eternal
And thine ancestors shall bear thee witness of thine sold nations
Paid for with all stolen from me!
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A Phony Star

False false false
It all seemeth false
The fame of all stars
The brightest of all stars
the daytime star
It's synthesis humiliate it's adorers
Transitions is it's trade
Solar is it's system
Mine sight shall see thine better yet
In'deed, Better than thee shall be!
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A Road So Far

So-on so-forth so-eternal
Is the road of roads
The road to eternity it is
All will age to see it's end
The strong of will' voyage on so
The tired one's build homes a'side it
Yet on and on goes this road
On and on towards infinity eternal
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A Truth I Tell Thee

This truth i tell thee yet again!
All men assume of beingness to be from birthry!
Yet, I know of one male not birthed by a female!
Yes! This one gave non the power of premiery!
He took his greatness himself!
And made his own life for himself!
This truth may seem untrue to commons!
And yet a truth it is as told!
A true truth indeed!
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A Women

The men's wives run this mafiki
The men claim to be protectors and securitors
Who they protect policialy is yet unknown
Any they serve is poorer than his peers
A resident of a number ten of a street is served by millions yet
Poorer than you and I is this resident of this street
To make captives of people and eat up their endeavors they do
Captives every where yet of this nations united
Who is this served pauper yet?
Alas! The self defended stand a better chance so
So is so if self defenses is so as so!
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Ala-Ijere

Ala- Ijere!

The great land of great warriors!

Ala-ijere!

Land of great colonists soldier ants!

Ala-ijere!

Indeed, thou art established to be great!

Amongst lands! thou art a lord!

Amongst peoples, thou art a prince!

Amongst kingdoms, thou art an overlord!

In wisdom, thou art wisest!

In knowledge, thou art knowledged!

And in understanding, thou art very compassionate!

Great Ndi-ijere!

Great Eze-ijere!

Igwe-bu-ike eji echemba n-ala-ijere
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All For A Friend!

I SOLD MY TENT TO BUY MY HOUSE!
I SOLD MY SANDALS TO BUY MY SHOE!
I SOLD MY HORSE TO BUY MY AUTOMOBILE!
I SOLD MY TROUBLES TO BUY MY PEACE!
BEHOLD! I WILL BE GLAD TO SELL THE CHURCHES AND BUY A TRUE FRIEND!
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Amidst!

AMIDST A MULTITUDE, I AM LONELY!
AMIDST A LAND OF PLENTY, I AM IN WANT!
AMIDST AN OCEAN OF LOVE, HATE IS ALL I GET!
I AM LIKE A THIRSTY MAN ADRIFT AT SEA!
WATER, WATER EVERYWHERE, BUT NONE TO DRINK!
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Arise

Arise a'great oh greatan of great deeds great
Thine greatness yet again restate of acts great so
Was great, Is great, Will great, Are thine acts yet, So!
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Armer Ih'cakeyno

Hipfen hoya!
Hoya! hoya! !
The armer Overlord is thus hailed by his armeds
Great are his crafts of wars
Mighty are his flying machines
Higher than mountains are his armoured conveyers
Can any believe this be true?
Of the sizes of the lords Warcrafts?
Of a truth of time comes yet this truth
The mightiest of armoured battle machines are but insects in the presences of the Overlord's war machines
Hipfen hoya
Hoya hoya! !
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Armstrong!

His Name Was Armstrong!
He lived At Maryland!
He Was An Eckist!
He Loved To Read!
He Bought Old Novels From Me!
You That See Him Of The Present!
Tell Him This For Me!
That Which He Likes To Imbibe!
Is That Which I Love To Do!
Yes, I Love To Write!
Indeed I Love To Write!
Be It That It Was For His Sake!
Then It Is So!
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Aura

The arts of life is the aura arts
Radiating vast and near to and for all
Acts and deeds shined the aura's lights
Influencing acts, Deeds and creeds yet
To all, For all, By all, Is the people' aura
Aura yet so Aurora still yet
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Auto Mighty

A maybach for the overlord
A benzy luxor indeed
Wheel thine will oh lord
In'deed, Willing is thine wheels
A maybach for the overlord i say!
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Bed Shearer

This tale of a women I tell thee is yet so true
Her trade is of the oldest trade of the world
In her is the Marines to shear her man's bed always
Poverty is his dividends always
Thirty or more men lay with her for some coins daily
And of this seeds is her sons and daughters born so
This women I tell thee is so called cote d'ivoire
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As I sit on a bench,
I wonder daily of my past, present and future,
And I ask myself why I have become so sobribrytic,
What manner of thoughts are these?
Yes indeed, after the sunshine,
comes the rain,
But mine is neither drizzles nor downpours,
Mine is a cyclone,
It has blown me nothing but illwills,
Ha, I cannot abide with thee oh house of treachers,
Begone! An illwind is what you are,
Begone at once I say!
Begone!
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Bothers!

MY TEARS HAVE CEASED TO DRIP FROM MINE EYES!
MY PAINS HAVE CEASED TO AMAZE ME!
THE DISTANCES OF THE JOURNEYS HAVE CEASED TO MATTER TO ME!
BUT, I STILL AM IN DIFFICULTY IN IGNORING THE PESTILENCES OF THE CHRISTIANS!
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Brighter Darkness

Yes, when the darkness begins to glow,
Then the light of day is become done,
When the light of day becomes corrupt,
The Brighter darkness reigns as day,
Lo, in the corruptness of the day,
The Lone Star Gives the night's sole light,
Tonight, I glow my brightest,
Yes, i am the alphastar,
Oh yes, I am the Alpa comet that luminate's the nights skies
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Bull Killer (R.S.V.P)

Rice and stew very plenty!
Tought the matador of the enemy bull!
Thine end doth come, Oh enemy bull!
Meat for my stews thou hast become!
Rice and stew very plenty in'deed!
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Cattle Food

AN ELDERLY NATIVE WENT VISITING AT A CITY, AND ON HIS ARRIVAL, HIS HOST QUICKLY TOOK HIM TO AN EXPENSIVE RESTAURANT FOR A WELCOME MEAL!


THE WAITRESS ASSUMING THAT THEY BOTH WANTED THE CITIZEN'S USUAL PLATE OF VEGETABLE SALAD, WALKED OFF TO GET THE FOOD.

ON HER RETURN WITH THE FOOD, THE CITIZEN IMMEDIATLEY BEGAN TO EAT HIS FOOD, WHILE THE ELDERLY NATIVE SAT FROWNING AT THE PLATE OF SALAD PLACED BEFORE HIM, AFTER A WHILE, HE ASKED HIS HOST, DEAR FRIEND, WAS YOURS WELL COOKED? MINE LOOKS AS IF IT WASN'T EVEN COOKED AT ALL!
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Cined Cite

In Deeds are most words said in this cine
The cite is said to be of goings and comings seeings be yet
Yet a cine it is still yet and so too
For to sensitize the senses of cine citers reals
The reel's reals cined thus be cited
So is geocite and geocine one'd
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Cion

What a journey!
A journey so far, It seems as if it may never end!
on the way to Cion, My city of endless wealth!
A-sea aboard a vessel!
No land in sight!
The days become weeks!
The weeks become months!
The months become years!
Pirates are all I get for companionship!
Boom! Boom! ! Boom! ! ! sounds my canons for defenses sake!
Of a certainty is the outcome of this journey!
I have been to this land of wealth once!
I journeyed for twenty and four years to get there!
I will get there again!
Yes I will see Cion again!
My land of wealth!
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Coca Cola Coke

It is black, It is sweet, It is cola
A bottle yet a day refreshes I yet
Mine wish is sufficiency of it eternal
A sweet black drink, Coca cola coke is!
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Comical Comely Comer

Comical comely comer
Come thee yet again for a child's sake
She said that thine comicalities originates her comedies
Art thou an alphacomet too?
Coming soon to thine comical acts is my friendly comedian
Come one, Come all
Overcomers all!
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Crusader

A crusader turned knight
A knightly crusade his mission
His arm is his galantry
A brother of the arms yet
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Cups Of Knowledge!

I HAVE TASTED OF THE CUP OF LOBSANG Rampa's KNOWLEDGE!
AND I WAS SATISFIED!
I HAVE TASTED OF THE CUP OF CHINUA ACHEBE'S KNOWLEDGE!
AND I WAS SATISFIED!
I HAVE TASTED OF THE CUPS OF WOLE SOYINKA'S KNOWLEDGE!
AND THE SOY-INKER'S KNOWLEDGE GAVE ME SATISFACTION!
OF THE CUPS OF AGATHA CHRISTIE'S KNOWLEDGE, I HAVE ALSO DRANK!
AND I AM REFRESHED AND SATISFIED!
OF THE CUPS OF CYPRIAN EKWENSI'S KNOWLEDGE I HAVE ALSO TASTED!
INDEED, I WAS SATISFIED!
I HAVE TASTED OF THE TALE TELLING KNOWLEDGES OF JAMES HARDLEY
CHASE!
AND, I AM PLEASED!
DRINK OF THIS CUPS AND KNOW WISDOM! KNOWLEDGE! AND
UNDERSTANDING!
AS I HAVE KNOWN ALSO!
THE KNOWLEDGE RUSH OF THE CUPS OF OVERLORD DON MANUEL IHCAKEYNO
IS A MIGHTY OCEAN!
DRINK UNTO INFINITY!
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WHAT IS THE LIGHT THAT THEY CAME TO SHOW US?
WHENCE COMETH THE RELIEF OF THE INNOCENT?
FOR LO, I AM BECOME A DEVIL FOR WANT OF VENGEANCE,
THEY CAME PREACHING PEACE AND PROSPERITY,
WE GAVE THEM OUR FOOD AND WATER,
WE GAVE THEM OUR BREAD TO EAT,
LO, IN RETURN THEY GAVE US CHASTISEMENTS AND CALLED US ANIMALS,
THEY TURN WIVES AGAINST HUSBANDS,
THEY TURN MOTHERS AGAINST SONS,
THEY TURN MEN AGAINST MEN,
LO, I TELL THE WORLD TO BEAR ME WITNESS THIS DAY,
I SHALL COME TO DOWNING STREET,
NOT AS AN ANGEL, BUT AS A DEMON,
I SHALL GIVE THAM THAT WHICH THEY GAVE ME,
I SHALL CAST THEM DOWN ASUNDER,
I SHALL SABOTAGE THE WORKS OF THEIR HANDS
I SHALL DESTROY THEIR LIVES,
I SHALL FLAY THEIR FLESH AND BESTOW UPON THEM SPIRITUAL TORMENTS,
HEAR ME THIS DAY, I SHALL NOT FORGIVE THEM NOR THEIR GOD,
FOR THEY CAME, STOLE FROM ME, KILLED ME AND DESTROYED ME!
I TOO SHALL COME TO THEM AND STEAL, KILL AND DESTROY THEM!
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Etcetera

Along Came This Be'ity I saw
Whoa There Friend
What Be Thine Name?
Asked I Of Him
Etcetera! stated He To Me
What Mean This Etcetera?
Asked I Of Him
Was, Is And will Be
Stated He Confidently
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Father And Mother Africa!

A STORY I TELL THEE OF FATHER AFRICA AND MOTHER AFRICA!
THEY HAD SERVANTS AND ARMIES TO PROTECT THEMSELVES!
THEY AND THEIR SERVANTS HAD GUNS TO PROTECT THEMSELVES!
THEY HAD NUCLEAR AND ATOMIC BOMBS TO PROTECT THEMSELVES!
THEY HAD WARSHIPS AND WARJETS TO PROTECT THEMSELVES!
THEY HAD SUBMARINES AND SPACESHIPS TO PROTECT THEMSELVES!
THEY HAD SATELITES AND VIRA WEAPONS TO PROTECT THEMSELVES!
THEY HAD SPIRITUALISTS, MAGICIANS AND VOODOOISTS TO PROTECT THEMSELVES!
BUT I AM BEATEN FOR HOLDING ONTO A PIECE OF NAIL TO PROTECT MYSELF!
MY HOME AND BELONGINGS FORCEFULLY TAKEN FROM ME!
AYE! THIS ENEMY, I AM TOLD IS MY FATHER AND MOTHER!
THIS ENEMY, I AM TOLD TO RESPECT AND WORSHIP!
IF THOU BE IN SUPPORT OF THEM!
THEN, I PRAY, MAY FATHER AFRICA AND MOTHER AFRICA BE THEY FATHER AND MOTHER!
AND MAY ALL I GOT FROM THEM BE ALL YOU WILL GET FROM THEM!
THAT I MAY SEE IF YOU WILL RESPECT AND WORSHIP THEM!
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Fict To Fact!

Fictor And Factor
Fiction And Faction
Fictory And Factory
My Name Is Ficta Reali
Knowest Thou Me?
Which Is I?
Fict Or Fact?
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Football

T'is a airbag o'funning
T'is rolled a'ground for to be gotten
Yet to be kicked off again to be pursued and regotten
Yet again to be re'kicked off again
T'is the football
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Gains Of Iniquity

WHEN I LAY ME DOWN TO SLEEP,
MY ENEMIES RISE TO CONGREGATE AGAINST ME,
THEY HAVE SLAYED ME IN THE LAND OF SLEEP,
THEY HAVE CUT ME UP TO LOOK LIKE A MAGGOT,
THEY RAVISH MY WIFE IN MY DEAD-SLEEP PRESENCE,
THEY HAVE MADE ME A MOCKERY AMONGST THEIR KIND,
I STAND, AN OBJECT OF RIDICULE BY WHORES,
YEA, THE LAND OF THE DEAD IS ALIVE WITH WOES AND PAINS,
THE DEAD WEEP AND WAIL FOR THE BURDEN IT BEARS,
THE BURDEN BY RELIGION,
THE YOKE BY GOD,
YEA, THEM THAT HATH AN EAR WILL HEAR LIES,
THEM THAT SEE, WILL SEE MIRAGES AND CALL THEM VISIONS,
THE TONGUES OF THY OFFSPRINGS SHALL BRING FORTH UNTRUTHS,
WOE UNTO THEM THAT ADHERE TO THE TONGUE'S OF HARLOTS,
WOE UNTO THEM THAT LISTEN TO PROSTITUTES,
THOU SHALL INHERIT THAT WHICH THOU HAST ACCEPTED TO INHERIT,
YEA, GOD AND HIS SERVANTS SHALL BEQUEATH THEE WITH THEIR INIQUITY,
YEA, YOU SHALL INHERIT VENGEANCE,
ENEMIES SHALL FALL UPON THEE,
YOU SHALL REAP THE FRUITS OF THY WICKED LABOUR,
YEA, A SHAMEFULL END SHALL BE THY PORTION,
OH YE WORKERS OF INIQUITY
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Good And Evil

It is written! rebuke ye the devil and he will flee from thee!
this may be true as they have written!
And if it be so, then tell me which is better!
Tell the devil and his kingdom to stay away from you and they shall stay away from thee eternally!
But tell ye the kingdom of god to stay away from you and they shall commence to steal, kill and destroy of you!
I pray thee tell me! Which is light and which is darkness?
He that heeds to thy words and stays away from you
or he that shall disregard thy words and abuse, curse and attack you eternally?
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Herbia

T'is the cana-bi-numc
The seeds of vastness enhanced so
Inhale of the herbia cannabinumc's deeps
Enhanced thinks of vastness is thine so!
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I Be Wetin I Be!

THERE WAS NOT A WAR WHERE SOLDIERS DID NOT EXIST,
THERE WAS NOT A DEVIL, WHERE A GOD DID NOT EXIST,
THERE WAS NOT A FIRE THAT DID NOT BEGET SMOKE,
THERE WAS NOT A SKY WHERE A CLOUD EXISTED NOT,
THEN WHY SHOULD THERE BE I, WHEN I DID NOT EXIST?
I HAVE CEASED TO BE BEFORE BEING,
I HAVE CEASED TO EXIST BEFORE I EVEN EXISTED,
THEN, OF WHAT NEED IS THE PESTILENC?
IF THERE NEVER WAS ANY TO BE PESTERED,
FOR I AM NOT TO BE,
THEN LET ME CEASE TO BE,
THAT MY PEACE MAY BE,
THUS AND THEN, MAY I HAVE BEEN!
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In The Inner Strenght

The inner strenght!
Inner the strenght!
Strenght the inner!
In in of inners is strenght indeed!
Deeds inned of strenghts ahead!
In thine Inner Thee is strenght known to thee!
In thine strenght and be strenghtened in'deeds eternal
The inner strenght in'deeds is in'credible strenght indeed!
The inner strenght inned so in my deeds infinity!
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Is This Love?

A friend visits a friend,
Pointed at him Was a machine gun!

Touching his forehead Was the guns nozzle,
His hands was raised high!

Strange! Tought I,
What strange manners of salutation,
Tought I yet again!
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It Is Written!

It Is Written!
States The Inking!
Thou Shalt Not Add!
Thou Shalt Not Remove!
Of The Written!
To Spare The Wreath'In!
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This Is A Tought I Had Tought!
How Do I Hail Thee O Great One!
Thy Will Is Wheeled!
You Gave Motion To The Motive With A Motivation!
My Will Be Motioned!
Be I As The Lord Of Motioned Wills!
Yes, Like Him That Made The Wheeled Automobile!
Thus Made I The Hover Automobile!
To Thee Oh Great Motioner Of Wills!
I Present Myself Who Is Thine Adorer!
Thou Art William Wheeler!
I Be Known To Thee Oh Lord As William Hover!
Mine Will Hovers!
I'Hover Is My English Name!
J'Hover Is My French Name!
And So It Is So!
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Kak Rak Pak

While I Am, I Am
When I Be, I Be
What I See, I See
Which I Did, I Did
Would I Even, As Even
Fictioned In Factions!
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Life And Death

Life is of the toughts that do their will
Death is of the toughts with battled wills
The creator of death is come to steal of life's beings
His wills is done by the foolish
Who see not afar and know not of the awakening of all fools
They who knew not of the dividends of eternity
All things be can do all things willed
For the rewards of the harlot shall be sorrows eternal
For the works of deaths sake
Thou shall be the least in everyone's wishes in eternity
Begone from me o author of tears sorrows and pains
Begone I say to thee o worker of iniquity!
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LION
A MAN WALKED DOWN A LONELY AVENUE AND SUDDENLY HE SAW A LION! HE RAN OFF SHOUTING AT THE TOP OF HIS VOICE! LION! LION! !
AND A MAN SITTING AT A CORNER KIOSK HEARD HIM SHOUTING LION! LION! ! AS HE RAN PAST THE CORNER KIOSK! WHAT A WAY TO CALL TO THY PET! I ALSO HAVE A DOG NAMED TIGER! STATED THE MAN!
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Little John Smith

LO, AS I WALKED PAST SMITHSONS MEADOW,
I SAW A NAKED INFANT RUN OUT OF A BARN,
HE LAUGHED AS HE RAN TOWARDS ME,
HO, WHAT BE THY NAME LAD?
AND THE YOUNG LAD REPLIED?
I AM JOHN SMITH! HE SAID AS HE RAN OFF,
THIS WAS TWENTY AND SIX YEARS AGO,
AYE, I RETURN FROM MY MANY QUESTS FROM LANDS AFAR,
AND A STRONG MALE VOICE STOPPED ME AND SAID,
WHO BE YE AND WHENCE GOEST THOU? HE ASKED
AND I SAID, AH MY GOOD MAN, I AM HARRY BOLDS OF BOLDS FARM AND I
RETURN FROM MY MANY JOURNEYS AFTER TWENTY AND SIX YEARS AWAY FROM
HOME, SAID I,
GOOD THEN, I AM LORD JOHN SMITH!
LORD OF THE LANDS OF SMITHSONS AND I SAY THIS TO YOU,
TELL THIS TO MY WARRIORS AS YOU PASS TROUGH THE TOWN,
THAT I, LORD SMITH HAS GRANTED YOU SAFE PASSAGE THROUGH MY LANDS
FOR I KNOW OF THE BOLDS FARMS, STATED THE LAD AND HE TURNED AND
WALKED OFF,
WHAT A MARVEL! TOUGHT I, LITTLE JOHN SMITH IS NOW A WARRIOR LORD
AND NOW GRANTS ME SAFE PASSAGE THROUGH THIS LANDS!
IT IS WELL THEN, THE INFANT IS NOW AN ADULT,
WATCH THY STEP, LEST YOU OFFEND A LITTLE JOHN SMITH WHO MAY BE THE
ONE TO GRANT YOU YOUR LIFE IN THE FUTURE!
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Loc The Creamer

Lord of creams!
Thine inkings taste so sweet!
The favours of thine ink glows!
Hails and hails oh lord of creams!
Thine bibers know sweetness in'deed!
Rich is their tastes senses!
Testimonies of thee oh great creamer‘Is eternal!
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Luxor Of Luxuries

Thy wealth is of thy labours!
Thy luxury is of the works of thy labours!
Thou who has never taken from any cunningly!
Thou who has never gone a-plundering!
Thou who has never taken from any his earnings forcefully!
Thou whose bread and wine is just!
Thy luxury pleases me!
Let not my bread and wine be from plunderings!
Let not my meat be gotten thievery!
Thy kind of wealth is my desire!
Nay! On thy table, there be not the meat for animals!
In thy cup, there be not wine from the orchards of inferiors!
Thy wealth is wealth indeed!
For there be no stains of paupery thereof!
Luxor! Oh luxor! 
Give to me of thy wealth!
That i mayest hold up my head amongst men!
That i may say boldly!
I am of luxor the great sun that shines upon all of his wealth of light!
To thee oh luxor! My heart calls out!
I am well as well!
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Mine Water Pot

Oh my water pot! Oh water pot of mine!
Thou hast gone bad!
Thou art indeed rotten!
Thou are indeed broken!
For Whence dost my water pot beget this wickedness?
My water pot now judgest me!
Water pot, with my money have I purchased thee!
Water pot, from thee I dost drink!
Water pot, thee have I carefully kept in my inner room!
How then dost my water pot have power over me?
My water pot now mocketh me!
My water Pot now does abominably!
Indeed, My water pot now speaks ENGLISH!
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Mr Hypocrite

Mr Hypocrite!
I cannot be your your friend!
I cannot wine nor dine with thee!
I will not be your friend!

Oh mr hypocritic clergy man!
I will not be your friend!
I will not wine nor dine with you!
I will not be your friend I say!

The last time i turned my back on you!
You stuck a knife in it!
The last time I put my trust in you!
You took me for a fool!
The Last time i gave my love to you!
You broke it like an egg!

Oh Mr hypocritic man I say!
I will not be your friend!
I will not Sit and eat with you!
I will not be your friend!
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LO AND BEHOLD!
I AM GRIEVED AND AFFLICTED,
WOE IS ME FOR MY LOVE'S SAKE,
MY WOE IS MY BRIDE!
LO AND BEHOLD,
MY BRIDE SERVES GOD,
AND GOD IS MY ENEMY,
CANS'T MY BRIDE THEN BE MY LOVE?
FOR SHE SERVETH A BEING THAT SEEKS TO ENSLAVE ME FOR ETERNITY,
AND MAKE ME A MOCKERY FOR IT'S PLEASURES SAKE,
LO, THUS I HAVE LIVED IN FALSEHOOD WITH AN ENEMY,
LO, MY BRIDE IS THUS MY ENEMY!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
My Enemies End

TODAY! A MAN STANDS ACCUSED BY ALL!
LO, THE USES OF FAMILY IS DEMEANED!
THEMAY HAVE GATHERED ALL TO BEAR WITNESS AS FAMILY AGAINST A MAN!
THE MOUNTAIN CAST OF IRON!
THE HILL CAST OF STONE IS HEAPED ON HIM!
YEAH, THEY SERVE A PUBLIC THAT IS AGAINST AN INNOCENT LORD!
HA! WHAT MOCKERY!
SERVANTS NOW JUDGE PRINCES AND LORDS!
THEY CLAIM TO BE PROTECTORS OF ALL!
LO AND BEHOLD, THEY ARE MERCENARIES!
THEY ARE ASSASINS AND RITUALISTS!
WHO HAVE COME TO STEAL, KILL AND TO DESTROY!
WHAT IS THY NAME O BEAST OF NO NATION?
WHO BE THY CREATOR O THIEF OF ANCIENT TIMES?
THY HANDS IS SOAKED RED WITH THE BLOODS OF MURDERED INNOCENTS!
THY CLOAK BE THAT WHICH IS ADORNED BY KNIGHTS!
THY WORDS IS THAT WHICH IS CALLED LAW!
HARK! I SAY UNTO YOU, THY END BE VERY NEAR!
THY SINS HAVE REACHED THEIR BRIM!
THY WICKEDNESS HAVE WEAKENED YOU!
UNFAITHFULL WIVES AND MOTHERS ARE THY STRENGHT!
A DECIETFULL FAMILY IS THY WEAPON!
I AM COME TO SLAY THEE O MORTAL ENEMY OF MINE!
BEHOLD! THOU HAST BEHELD ME!
THOU HAST BEHELD THINE END!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
My Will Be Done!

I have done the will of others for long,
I have done the will of associates for long,
In doing the will of others, My will was neglected!
In doing the will of the ones I loved, I had hurt my own will!
But now, This I say to you,
I have begun to do my own will!
A strong will it is too!
It wants utmost victory in all its endeavors!
If you are indeed my friend and ally!
If indeed you are really my brother or family,
Then do my will this day and henceforth!
Yes, I dare say this boldly and it is so too!
My will be done! So!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
Natures Worlds

Natures east west north and south
Sweetness from thee is yet infinite
Terrors from thee is so endlessly so
Flavours are thine fruits infinity
Creatures are thine dwellers infinity
Of thine green natures comes healths herbs
Nutritions satisfactions and fruity succours drinks thine rewards
Eat or be eaten, Thine rules oh gree world

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
No One's Son

I Know a man being
His pains are similar to mine
Like a slave in the home of his origins
Plots are his lot amongst untrue families
Betrayal is his reward in every venture
Given to every enemy before they came is their duty to him
Hark oh no one's son
Thine life be yours from this day onwards
Thine trusts be for thee alone and no one else
Thine victories be thine alone
Thou art thine father and thine brother
Thine will alone be done in thine life
Forever! O' No one's son!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
Northern Star

Shine so brightly now, Oh northern star!
Shine out bright and clear tonight, Oh northern star!
I say shine out like the sunlight now, Oh northern star!
I say shine out from the darkness now, Oh Alpha-star!

From Hill-tops to the mountain tops!
From the deserts to the Sandy-hills!
From the forests to the jungle paths!
From the Sea-sides to the Ocean-shores!
I say shine out like the sunlight now, Oh northern star!

Shine so brightly now, Oh northern star!
I say shine out bright and clear tonight, Oh northern star!
I will shine out from the darkness, like the northern star!
I will shine out from the rubbles now, Like the Alphastar!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
Ocean Of My Blood

Ocean of my blood!
Is this how it's meant to be?!
In the ocean of my blood!
Is this how it's meant to be?!

I cry every day!
I weep every night!
I have no one to love!
I have no one to love me!
In the ocean of my blood!
Is this how it's meant to be?
In the ocean of my blood!
Is this how it's meant to be?!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
On The Way To The Top

On the way to the top

I did meet many on the climb upwards

I did also meet many on the march downwards

I also did see many fall and pass away

I did also meet many who had reached their highest heights

All this and more i did encounter on the way to the top

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH’CAKEYNO
Paths!

FAIL NOT TO REMEMBER THE PATH FROM HENCE YOU CAME AS YOU PASS THROUGH YOUR PRESENT TO THY FUTURE!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
Peace Eternal

I HAVE SLEPT IN THE DARK,
YES, I HAVE TASTED IT,
THE FORBIDDEN FRUIT,
SO SWEET IT WAS,
I WAS ENTHRANCED BY IT,
IT WAS SO SERENE,
SO VERY PEACEFULL,
NEVER WAS THERE ANYTHING LIKE IT,
THAT FORBIDDEN THING,
I HAVE DRUNK OF IT'S CUP,
FROM IT'S EVER SO PEACEFULL TRANQUILITY,
SO SWEET IT WAS,
SO SATISFYING IT WAS,
I HAVE TASTED PEACE ONCE,
I NOW WANT IT FOREVER,
THE FOOL CALLS IT DEATH,
THE WISE CALL IT SLEEP,
I CALL IT PEACE ETERNAL

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
Aye, I have decided to throw away my burdens and troubles!
this I did today, I went to a voodoo man and said,
man, I want no more troubles and problems, so I want to exchange every thing
that burdens me for sweet things! stated I.
What be thy need in exchange for this burdens and what be this burdens? he
asked me.
This said I to him, wealth! I would rather be rich than burdened or troubled, give
me one hundred billion pounds and take the law away from me, they are my
burden! this said I to  would ye do? if thou were I? to many, the law be good, to
many, the law be a problem, to me, they are become a problem, and I would
rather be richly happy than burdened by the law, tought I.

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
Powerless Power

This power in'deed is very powerless
Money is power to employ into substantiations all possibilities
This money gives but i'lds to be'gotten
It is devalued by it's populaces
It gives the holder no power over armies
it's validities is questioned
What value is powerless power?

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
Quarters

AN ALAN QUARTERMAINE HE WAS INDEED

WALKED THOUSANDS OF KILOMETERS OF THE CONTINENT FOR DATA AMASSMENTS

EXPLORED THE LANDS AND TRIBES OF OVER HALF A DOZEN NATIONS

HA HA HA! THE DINGS OF DIMES ANNOUNCES HIM NOW
Ha ha ha! The dings of dimes announce his presence

Ho ho ho! ! The clang og quarters are his call card

He he he! ! ! Of the quarters of the Overlord of quarter dollars

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH’CAKEYNO
Rar, The All Sufficient, The Mercifull


OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
Rest In Peace

WHO DARES TO DISTURB THE DEAD?
WHY THEN IS THE DEAD A GHOST?
THEY ARE ABROAD THAT OUGHT TO BE AT REST,
YEA, THE DEAD NO LONGER RESTS IN PEACE,
TELL YE THE TRUTH,
DOES THE DEAD LIVE ON IN CAPTIVITY?
WHY THEN DOES THE DEAD CRY FOR IT'S LOST INNOCENCE?
THOUGH I BE DEAD,
I LIVE ON IN TEARS,
I WEEP FOR MY LOST INNOCENCE,
YEA, THE DEAD NO LONGER REST IN PEACE,
THE THIEVES HAVE STOLEN MY LIFE AND MY DEATH,
YEA, NO ONE DEAD, EVER REST'S IN PEACE!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
Riding The Waves!

Come Sail The Storms With Me!
Come Sail The Seas With Me!

Come Sail The Storms With Me!
Come Ride The Seas With Me!

If I Ride This Waves Alone!
I Will Win This Race Alone!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
Slangly

Slangy to logy of verbs echoed
Whot bee dine akts in'deed
Punktual straw-buries a'hole
Eye kan c klia-lee dee rhodes
Frum etanity to nobeenity yet
As swit honi bee dine akts
Slanglyon langer wordon

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
So! So! ! So! ! !

So true are mine words§
So real are mine visions§
So honest are mine intentions§
So! So! ! So! ! !
Are mine so!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
So, What?

So, What? So, What?
So, What will be its benefit?
What will it benefit a man?
Will its benefit be in gold?
Will its benefit be in riches?
So, Wha? So, What?
So, What will it benefit a man to show you true love?
Oh daughter of woman!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
Solidarity San Pedro

Their will be done over all, Do they
What be their will?
To steal, Kill and destroy
As chastisers they are cloaked
Woe unto the ignorant entrepreneurs
Who knew them not and employed them
Assert thineself once, And thou art chastised
In'деed, Poverty shall thine enterprise yield
The year 2015 it is so
Not in this lands is a skyscraper
No, Not one in'деed

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
So'Tri (So3)

So so and so is so!
If so so and so is so!
What what and what is what?
That that and that be that!
Truth truth and truth be truth!
Of this and that and that and this!
In a'men!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
Source Of Shames

Oh what smelly stinky stench of uncleanness
The smell of the holes they are excreted from
Worse than any and all public toilets known
Ivoires mother's substances holes
Source of her kings and lords alike
I am glad to say that i am not her son

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
THEIR FOOLISHNESS, INDEED' MAKES ME AMAZED!
THEY GATHER AND WORSHIP A BEING THEY CLAIM MADE ALL THINGS IN EXISTENCE!
THEY GATHER FOOD MEANT FOR THEY AND THEIR CHILDREN AND GIVE TO THE SERVANTS OF THIS BEING!
THEY ARE REFERED TO AS SHEEP AND FLOCK BY THE SON OF THIS BEING!
THEY FIGHT AND DIE FOR THIS BEING!
YET I ASK THEE! HOW CAN I WORSHIP A BEING WHOSE HOUSEHOLD IS FED BY ANIMALS?
HOW CAN I WORSHIP A BEING WHOSE FOOD IS BUT FOOD MEANT FOR ANIMALS AND THEIR CHILDREN?
WOE! WOE! ! IS THEIR PROPHECIES!
WOES! AND MORE WOES! !
INDEED! THIS BEING AND HIS HOUSEHOLD WHO EATS OF THE MEAT AND BREAD FOR ANIMALS!
SEND NOT THY SERVANTS AT ME!
NAY! YOU EAT FROM THE CRUMBS FROM THE TABLES OF ANIMALS AND SHEEPS!
AND FROM THIS CRUMBS THY SERVANTS WAGES ARE PAID!
DEMEEAN NOT MY EXISTENCE! STAY AWAY FROM ME'I BESEECH YOU!
STAY AWAY!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
Sun Of Luxor!

THY GREATNESS HAS INSPIRED MEN!
THY MIGHT IS EVIDENT IN THY WEALTH!
THY LUXURIANT WAYS SPEAK FOR THEE IN MANY NATIONS!
THY RICHESS ARE GOTTEN OF THY INTELLIGENCE!
THY WAYS HAS SHOWN MEN THE WAY TO LUXURY!
LUXOR! OH LUXOR! !
TAKE ME WITH YOU ON THY MANY JOURNEYS INTO AGES OF LUXURY!
LET ME NOT BE LEFT BEHIND IN SQUALOR! OH LUXOR! !
LET THY LUXURY BE MADE MANIFEST IN ME AS WELL!
THAT I MAY BE KNOWN AS THOU ART KNOWN OH LUXOR!
AS RAR! LUXOR AMONGST MEN!
SUN OF LUXURY OVER ALL!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH’CAKEYNO
The Be Being

In the being be
A life be yet
this being be by none's doings
Does any being know the would be?
This being be before the would be
The would be yet is greater than the may be
Be' be be so!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
The 23rd Be Day Be'ing

Happy be day to thee O Overlord Don Manuel Ih'cakeyno on and in thine be day of march 23rd

This day is a day for which thou hast chosen to be-state thine be'ingness

Be o great Overlord of ages!

Thine be'ing be thine being yet so eternal O great lord over lords

Thine will be

So be! !

SO BE! ! !

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
The Agony

The Agony Of My Pains,
The Irony Of My Circumstances,
The Cacophony Of My Enemies,
The Matrimony Of My Past,
Which Of These Is Not A problem?

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
The Alpha Comet

A TRAIL BLAZER BLAZING THROUGH THE SKIES
A NEW STAR IS BORN!
A NEW PHENOMENON BLAZING THROUGH TIME ETERNAL!
ON ITS JOURNEY TO A GREAT DESTINATION!
STAND NOT IN THE WAY OF THIS SOJOURNER!
FOR IT IS GREAT RUINS FOR ANY BEING OBSTRUCTING ITS WAY!
YEAH, COLLISION WITH THIS PHENOMENON BE DISASTER TO ANY!
MAKE WAY! MAKE WAY I SAY!!
FOR THE ALPHA COMET BLAZES BY TONIGHT!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
The Armed Fool

Tuska-ivo pointed his revolver
'Twas a star nine of a'bad-jan
For the sakes of the female tuska
Humiliating I for tuska-she's sake
Alas, By solidarities might's
Forced upon I' are all tuska-she's
Shame upon all male tuska's-he's
Yet even tomorrow, Thine she's I reject
And more, Thine he's I scorn oh tuska
Thine insult I return oh tuska-ivo

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
LIKE A RADIATING AURA,
MY WHOLE BEING GLOWS OUTWARDLY,
WITH THE BURNING PASSION FOR TRUTH,
LIKE THE FIRE OF MY BEING,
MY AURA GLOWS,
YES, I WILL EXHALE WITH RELIEF,
WHEN THIS FEELING BEGETS ANOTHER,
THE AURA OF MY BEING IS ME,
I AM ME, YES I AM ME,
A SOVEREIGN BEING THAT LOVES TO LOVE AND HATES TO HATE,
THE AURA OF MY BEING IS ME,
MY PASSION FOR TRUTH,
MY LOVE FOR INTEGRITY,
YES IN THE AURA OF MY BEING, I BASK,
I WILL SING MY SONGS WITH JOY,
I WILL CRY MY TEARS ALONE,
I WILL FEEL MY PAINS ALONE,
I WILL BEAR MY SORROWS ALONE,
WHY? MY BEING IS MY AURA,
MY AURA IS MY BEING,
I AM A BEING RADIATING WITH THE AURA OF REGALITY.
MY AURA IS MY INTEGRITY.
THE AURA OF THE TIGER, PROTECTS THE TIGER.

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH’CAKEYNO
THE BEGINNING OF AN END IS BUT A BEGINNING!
THE END OF A BEGINNING IS BUT AN END!
I BEGAN IN THE BEGINNING!
I END WHEN IT ENDS!
MY BEGINNING IS LIKE MY ENDING!
A GREAT BEGINNING FOR A GREAT ENDING
IS BUT A GREAT ENDING FOR A GREAT BEGINNING

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
The Bigger Enemy

Alas! I ask this of the wise ones
Which of this two beings is the bigger enemy?
A venomous mamba being entered my home
And yet, A africa armed government being entered my home
The i'll from the mamba is venoms yet cure'able
The i'll from the armed government being is i'll eternal
Which of this two is the bigger enemy?
Which of this two do I slay first?
Tell me oh wise ones of this worlds
Which of this two would ye slay first?

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
The Blind Seer

What seeth this seer of see's?
Dost his visions see his victories?
Can thine vision see thine ways?
Does not thine visions have it's ways?
What seek ye in mine vision's ways?
Oh unseeing seer of see sights
In mine vision, Thou art not valued
In mine sight, Thou art not wanted oh primate
See no more for me of me at me I say
Be blind in'deed of issues of me!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
The Coin And A Boy

THE COIN AND A BOY


OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
The Coin On The Floor

Alas, a little boy cries besides a woman!  
What aileth thee son? Asked i of the little lad!  
I picked a coin off the floor and my mama spanked me for doing that! He said!  
Ho madam? What meaneth thee by that? Men dig up the earth for golds and diamonds for to sell and get money!  
Men drill and mine the unders of the lands and the seas for resources for to sell and to get money!  
Why then beat ye a lad who had neither dug-up the earth nor gone under the seas or lands for money, asked i!  
Truly, he is yet to begin taking wealth from the earth, he simply picked a coin off the surface and ye chastise him for it? What then would ye do when he begins to mine the same earth and dig it up for to get minerals to sell for this same money? Would ye kill him? Asked i....

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
The Daytime Star

Alas! Show Thyself to me oh daytime star!
Yea! Many sayeth that there be a star that glows brightest by day!
Show thyself to me that I may behold thy brightness with mine eyes!
Said he.
And a voice replied saying,
In the most obvious of places is that which men have sought without finding!
I am the star that glows brightest over all norths!
I am the Alpha-Star!
I am the Sun-Light!
The Daytime star!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
TO THEM THAT DO GOOD,
GOODNESS IS SUPPOSED TO BE THY PORTION,
TO THEM THAT DO GOOD,
THOU ART SUPPOSED TO SEE GOOD,
TO THEM THAT DO GOOD, THY REWARD OUGHT TO BE GOOD,
BUT LO AND BEHOLD, THE REWARD OF DOING GOOD IS EVIL,
THE GAINS OF GOODNESS ALTOGETHER IS BECOME EVIL,
THE DIVIDENDS OF GOODNESS HAST BECOME BADNESS,
YEA! LO I BE PAID WITH EVILLNESS FOR MY GOODNESS,
YEA, LO I BE PAID WITH WICKEDNESS FOR MY KINDNESS,
LET ME BE PUT TO ETERNAL SLEEP,
THEN WILL MY EYES NOT BEHOLD THE TRIUMPH OF THE WICKED,
THEN WILL GOODNESS OVERCOME EVILNESS,
YEA, LEST I BE REWARDED WITH EVILS FOR MY GOODS.
LET ALL THAT LOVES TO DO GOOD CEASE TO EXIST,
YEA, LET US THAT LOVE TO DO GOOD, SLUMBER INFINITELY IN ETERNAL SLEEP.
YEA! THAT THE GOOD REMAIN INFINITELY GOOD,
LET THEM FADE OFF IN INFINITE SLEEP,
AND THE EVIL ONE'S CAN INHERIT THE EARTH WHICH HAS NO MORE GOOD IN IT.
YEA, MY GOODNESS IS THUS ATTESTED TO, FOR GOOD WILL DEPART FROM THE WORLD OF EVIL,
AND EVIL SHALL REIGN IN THE LANDS OF THE EVIL.

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
The Endless Night

Aloud she cried out in agony
So endless is her torment
For so long in this battle
All evils dost ail her
Oh woe of woes begone
Alas, Comes salvation
She rises awake from the sleep
It was yet mid-morning
What a horrible real-dream
An endless night it made of the night

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
The Fruits Of Greatness

Great seeds bear great fruits
Great minds yield great toughts
Great men do great deeds
Greatness is institute eternal
Eternal is mine institute
Permanently great is mine harvests
For this i ask, Where is Bonny M?

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
The Groove Engine

Hooray all! The groove engine'-s arrived
The mobile dance colony train ahoy!
Cities to scities comes the groove engines
Long vehicles bearing sweet joys t'all
Surround this cities of thine groovy-vibes
Till dawns lights testifies satisfaction t'all
Of all nights of every night!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
The Inner Strength

The strength of my strengths!
The might of my mights!
The power of my powers!
My mind is gladdened by thy sufficiency!
My victory comes from thee!
From thee cometh forth knowledges to build greater worlds!
For thy sake, I shall be greater than all mine peers!
This great thoughts of mine!
Thou art my inner strength!
Thou art mine confidence eternal!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
The Man And The Robbers


A CURIOUS ROBBER ASKED, WHY DID YOU PREFER TO GIVE US THE MONEY? AND THE MAN SAID, OH, WELL, YOU ROBBERS WOULD ROB ME AND LEAVE ME ALIVE, BUT THE NIGERIAN POLICEMEN WOULD ROB ME, THEN SHOOT ME DEAD AND TELL THE WORLD THAT I WAS THE ROBBER! STATED THE MAN TO THE ASTONISHED ROBBERS

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH’CAKEYNO
The Mind

THE MIND IS THE WAY TO THE PAST AND THE FUTURE!
WHICH WAY GOETH THOU?
FOR TO DO WELL IN THE FUTURE!
THY PAST YOU MUST VISIT!
ALL WITH THE MIND!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH’CAKEYNO
The Mirror In The Dark San Siro

Yet another day and place for friends and friendships

Can ye take a look at the mirrors of life's friendships?

Do but tell thine friend to mute on words and look only

Ye shall see the truths that says this

When ye quarrel and not talk with thine friends

Ye shall always be thinkful of thine friend's character of all types good, bad and ugly

Alas, know this truth, ye shall know thine friend in thine thinks mirrors!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
The Naked Truth

I shed my garments of hypocrisy,
i shed my cloaks of hypocrisy,
abroad, i walked naked amongst men,
indoors, i walked naked amongst kinsmen,
yes, all have seen my nakedness and seen my shame,
yes, i have suffered debasement by my inferiors,
hereafter, i stand clothed with my integrity, knowledge and wisdom,
yes, i have been exalted by the knowledge that i stand sovereign amidst men alike,
yea, there can be none like me,
ever again!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
The Open Man

A man in the public he was said to be
A person of eccentric quality he actually is
A mind that loves being a mind indeed
A think that loves to live eternal
A life that loves to think eternal
A greater companion than his mind this man knows not

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
SOME FRIENDS WERE SEATED AT A BEER PARLOUR DRINKING BEER! ALL OF A SUDDEN A MAN WALKED IN AND SAID, MERRY MEN! A LIQUOR CONTEST IS ABOARD!
HOORAY! SHOUTED THE JOLLY FELLOWS! JUST THEN A PREACHER WALKED IN WITH HIS HOLY SCRIPTURES AND SHOUTED OUT FOR ALL TO HEAR, WIDE IS THE PATH THE LEADS TO DESTRUCTION! REPENT OF THY ALCOHOLIC WAYS AND FOLLOW THE PATHS OF RIGHTEOUSNESS!
JUST THEN A WELL KNOWN WHORE WALKED INTO THE PARLOUR AND ON SIGHTING THE PREACHER, SHE QUICKLY SEIZED HIM BY HIS BELT!
THE SURPRISED FELLOWS ALL CAME TOGETHER AND ENQUIRED OF HER, SAYING, WHAT BE THY PROBLEM THAT YOU TROUBLE THIS RIGHTEOUS MAN?
AND SHE REPLIED, HE HAS REFUSED TO PAY ME FOR MY SERVICES, THRICE I HAVE ALLOWED HIM MY PLEASURES ON CREDIT, BUT ALAS! TODAY HE MUST PAY!
THE STUNNED FELLOWS ALL BECAME SILENT AND WENT BACK TO THEIR BEER DRINKING!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
The Price Of The Cock

THE PRICE OF THE COCK

A WOMAN STOLE A COCK AND TOOK IT TO THE MARKET TO SELL IT, WHILST AT
THE MARKET, SMARTER THIEVES STOLE THE COCK FROM HER AND SHE WENT
BACK HOME SOBER!
ON HER ARRIVAL AT HER HOUSE, AN INQUISITIVE NEIGHBOUR ASKED, DEAR
NEIGHBOUR, YOUR COCK WHICH YOU TOOK TO THE MARKET, HOW MUCH DID
YOU SELL IT? SHE ASKED AND THE SOBER WOMAN REPLIED, IT WAS SOLD FOR
EXACTLY THE SAME PRICE FOR WHICH IT WAS BOUGHT!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
The Seers!

A DAY IS BORN FOR THE WISE!
SEE YE THE FUTURE!
IT HOLDS WISDOM FOR THE WISE!
THEY THAT SEE THE PRESENT ARE BUT LOOKERS!
THEY THAT SEE THE FUTURE ARE BUT VISIERS!
AND THEY THAT SEE ETERNITY ARE GRAND VISIERS!
I HAVE SEEN INFINITY AND BEYOND!
AND LO! THE WISDOM OF THE WISE IS BECOME FOOLISHNESS!
AND THE WISDOM OF THEIR ASTROLOGERS ARE BECOME INSANITY!
IF THEY BE WISE, WHY SOWETH THEY' ETERNAL TROUBLES AS SEED FOR THEIR
FUTURE CHILDREN?
FOR LO, LIKE A SEA IS THE ENEMIES THAT HAS FALLEN UPON THE POWERS
THAT BE TODAY!
TRUELY, I SAW MYSELF IN THAT SEA!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
The Smart Native And The Foolish Citizen


OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
The Truth Of Truths!

WHAT BE THOU THAT I NEED FEAR THEE?
WHAT HATH THOU THAT I BE AFRAID FOR?
WHY WOULDEST THOU WISH THAT I BE INFERIOR?
FOR TO TELL THE TRUTH!
I SEE NOT A REASON TO FEAR THEE!
I SEE NOT A REASON TO BE THY INFERIOR!
FOR THY GOLDS AND SILVER IS BUT ILL GOTTEN!
YEA! ALL I HAVE IS MY WISDOM!
THAT TOO THOU WOULDEST STEAL FROM ME!
NAY! I AM MORE THAN YE SAY I AM!
FOR YE WOULDEST NEVER BE GONE FROM ME!
THY SONS AND DAUGHTERS!
THY SERVANTS AND WORSHIPPERS!
ALL WISH TO STEAL FROM ME AND CALL IT CONQUERING!
NAY I SAY! THOU ART AN INFERIOR!
MY VICTORY IS IN THY DOINGS!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
I once had a most valuable possession,
more valuable than gold and silver,
more valuable than diamonds and rubbies,
yea, even more valuable than brimstone,
now I live without my most cherished possession,
yea, now I live without my innocence!
yea, I have lost my ignorance!
now, all I have is wisdom, and knowledge,
clothed with coal and lorb's,
Yet, my most valued possession was my innocence and ignorance,
yea, it was indeed more valuable than all the wisdom and knowledge in the world!

Overlord Don Manuel ih'cakeyno
The Value Of The Tought

MY TOUGHTS ARE WELL WITH ME,
THE VALUE OF THE TOUGHT IS OF THE TOUGHT,
I AM MY TOUGHTS,
MY TOUGHTS IS ME,
AYE, DO YOU WISH THAT I STOP THINING?
THUS, YOU WISH MORE THY I DEATH,
YOU WISH THE DEATH OF NATIONS OF MY TOUGHTS,
YEA, I AM A LIVING CONSTELLATION.
A WELL TOUGHT OUT TOUGHT,
MY TOUGHTS FOR ME, LIVES WITH ME, WITHIN ME.
AND EVERY BEING OF VALOUR FROM MY TOUGHTS, SEES MY VISION AND
DEFENDS MY TOUGHTS,
ITSELF IS MY TOUGHT.

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
The Way To Sufficience

This way seem be'thorned so
The way to sufficiency infinite
Permanence in plenty so
Substances of mine substances
Permanence in sufficiency
Only I walk this road
Seeing none a'walking on this road yet
The way to sufficiency in'deed
Walk I yet alone

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
The Way To The City

A CITIZEN CAME ACROSS A NATIVE AND SAID, WHICH WAY I BEG OF THEE' LEADS TO THE CITY? HE ASKED THE NATIVE WHO REPLIED! OH, EVERY WAY BUT THIS WAY! AND THE SURPRISED CITIZEN ASKED CURIOUSLY, WHAT MEAN YOU BY THAT STATEMENT? AND THE NATIVE REPLIED, WELL, THIS WAY LEADS TO MY NATIVITY, THAT MUCH I AM SURE OF!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
The Wise And The Foolish

Oh woe is me if all around me thinks me foolish!
Oh woe is me for all around me have tought themselves wise!
Wise is he that knows that he is foolish and seeks to be wise!
And foolish is he that knows not that he is a fool and thus seeks not wisdom!
Oh man, answer thee this! Is it better to be foolishly wise or to be wisely foolish?

Seek thou the truth and it shall set you free from thy woes!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
Thieves-As-Sistance

A mobile preacher he once was
Evangelising lies and lies a'day
Ah the evangelist dost become female
And not for christ of his evangelisms
For the oracles of onicha-ngwa dibia's
The chaplain is now a reverend sister
Accusers of takoradi of ghana
Thieves-as-sistance of ivory coast
In the name of security dost this company thrive
The catholic sistances chaplains
Ahoy crusader, Christ's anus a'public

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
This And That

I ASKED FOR BREAD!
A STONE THEY GAVE ME!
I ASKED FOR WATER!
A CUP OF VENOM THEY GAVE ME!
I ASKED FOR MEAT!
LO! VEGETABLES THEY GAVE ME!
I ASKED FOR CLOTHES!
AND THEY GAVE ME RAGS!
I ASKED FOR WEALTH!
AND THEY GAVE ME POVERTY!
I ASKED FOR PEACE!
AND THEY GAVE ME TROUBLES!
I ASKED FOR LOVE!
AND THEY GAVE ME WICKEDNESS!
TEMPT NOT THIS LORD!
ASK ME NOT FOR HELP!
FOR I SHALL GIVE TO YOU AS YOU GAVE TO ME!
TEMPT ME NOT I SAY!
ASK ME NOT FOR THIS!
FOR I SHALL GIVE YOU THAT!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
This I Know

This I know
Who is that?

Which is this
What is that?

A statement and a question be twinned

Which is which
What is what?

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
Time

What time has he to attend to himself?
The prier prying the affairs of others
Snoop snoop and snoop of other's affairs
My time is for mine affairs only
In mine affairs is mine profits so!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH’CAKEYNO
Times Of Time

Tik tok tik tok went the analogue
Click click click went the digital
One to twelve is day and one to twelve is night
One to twenty four is day and night
Which be analogue and which be digital?
One to twelve and one to twenty four?
Which time is times of time in'deed?

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
Truth, Goodness And Integrity

THE BEARER OF TRUTH COURTS TROUBLE IN THE WORLD OF LIARS,
THE BEARER OF LIES COURTS TROUBLE IN THE WORLD OF THE TRUTHFULL,
WHY DOST MY WORLD DETEST TRUTH?
WHY DOST MY LAND DETEST GOODNESS?
YES, EVEN MINE HOUSE DETESTS INTEGRITY,
THUS I AM BECOME UNWELCOME IN MINE WORLD,
LO AND BEHOLD, I AM NOW BECOME AN ABOMINATION IN MY LAND,
YES, I AM NOW BECOME DETESTED IN MY OWN HOUSE,
YES, I AM BECOME THAT WHICH THEY DETEST,
I AM BECOME TRUTHFULL,
I AM BECOME GOOD,
YES, I NOW GLOW WITH INTEGRITY,
YES INDEED, I AM TRUELY BECOME THAT WHICH THEY DETEST,
GOODNESS, TRUTHFULL, AND FILLED OF INTEGRITY!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
Ungiven Gift

Water refreshes none yet
Even steel is made vapour so
A drink for a bleed is thine gift
Thirst yet unsuccoured
Refreshment yet unhad
A gift yet ungiven, This watr is!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
Which Is So!

THEY CAME TO DRAG I BY THE BELTS!
HE SMOKES HERBS!
THEY SAID!
STILL STAYED I MEDITATING!
ARMED MEN CAME WITH GUNS!
TO CHASE AND HARRASS I
DO TELL ME!
IF INDEED I DID SMOKE HERBS!
WHICH IS MORE DANGEROUS TO MINE HEALTH AND THE PUBLIC'S HEALTH?
THE MEN AND THEIR MACHINE GUNS?
OR I WITH MY HERBS TO BE SMOKED BY I?

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
Which?

A LAND AMIDST SEAS!
A PEOPLE AMIDST ANIMALS!
A GENERATION AMIDST FEDERATIONS!
A MAN AMIDST WOMEN!
A CHIEF AMIDST SERVANTS!
WHICH BEST DESCRIBES I?
I AM OVERLORD IHCAKEYNO!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
Why Oh Why

Why Oh Why Is My Portion Thus?
To Battle For All I May Get!
To Strive For My Rightfull Belonging!
To Beg For My Bread§
To Eat In Shame My Meals!
Why Oh Why Is My Portion Thus!

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
With What

With what?
What with?
This or that?
That or this?
Right to left?
Left to right?
Which is which?

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
Wouldest Thou!

THY SERVANTS CLAIM THAT ALL POWERS IN HEAVEN AND EARTH BELONGS TO YOU!
THY SCRIPTURES HAS IT WRITTEN! AND I QUOTE!
GO YE TO MY SERVANT JOB! DESTROY ALL HE HAS, BUT TOUCH NOT HIS LIFE!
THY SERVANTS SAY THIS TO ME!
IN EVERYTHING, GIVE THANKS UNTO GOD!
WOULDEST THOU GIVE THANKS UNTO ME IF I WERE GOD AND YOU WERE ME?
WOULDEST THOU WORSHIP ME IF I HAD DONE ALL THAT YOU HAVE DONE TO ME BY THE DOINGS OF THINE SERVANTS?
THY SCRIPTURES HAST PROVEN THAT THE DOINGS OF THE DEVIL BE BY THY BIDDENS!
HOW THEN CAN THOU AND THINE HOUSEHOLD BE CALLED THE GOOD?
HOW THEN CANST THOU AND THINE HOUSEHOLD BE INNOCENT?
FOR ALL EVIL BY ALL POWERS IN HEAVEN AND EARTH BE OF THEE!
FOR ALL POWERS IN HEAVEN AND EARTH BELONGS TO YOU! THEY CLAIM!
WOULDEST THOU RESPECT ME IF I DID UNTO YOU BY THE HANDS OF MINE SERVANTS ALL THAT YOU HAVE DONE TO ME BY THE HANDS OF THINE SERVANTS?
WOULDEST THOU?

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO
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MY TODAY ENDED YESTERDAY,
MY YESTERDAY ENDED TODAY,
MY TOMORROW BEGAN TODAY,
AND MY TODAY WILL NEVER SEE TOMORROW

OVERLORD DON MANUEL IH'CAKEYNO